
Good seminar 

Good webinar. 

Enlightened by the methods and perspectives shared. 

Good and very informative. 

The content is very relevant but like to have more hands on course - maybe in a kind of workshop, 2/3 days will be good. 

Good session with introduces a knowledge regarding the assessment tool for flexible assessment as a guideline for the lecturers. 

This session is very beneficial to me. 

very useful 

Dapat belajar buat flexible assessment ikut kemampuan pelajar 

Have a set of questions from attendees prior to the speaker starts. 

Enjoy the content so far.  

example on the implementation of flexible assesment 
  

Good sharing.  Eye opener untuk bagi flexibility in assessing student 

good for laerning 

Quite extensive philosophical explanation 
More practical, examples, rubric etc might be useful 

good sharing 

maybe can suggest all relevant convenient tools to apply for T&L online session..  

good topic and attractive speaker 

So good 

perkongsian yang menarik untuk para pendidik. pensyarah haruslah empati dengan pelajar dalam hal pnp khususnya berkaitan penilaian. 

OK 

Quite welcoming & provide another insight on assessment. Really open up my mind 

This session is an eye-opener session for me, to change the conventional way of assessment to various fun ways to achieve the same purpose 

Provide sample of flexible assessement. For example, the speaker is in civil engineering department, so probably she can share the sample of her 
assessment (assignment/quiz/etc) 

I think this is a very good session, an eye opener towards our way of assessing the students. I am really interested to dig more in flexible and alternative 
assessment. 

Good! Learn alternative way for flexible assessment for better student achievement. 

Really good topic with excellence elaborations by presenter, meet to the current issues. 



Good to learn regarding flexible assesment 

excellent sharing session, keep up the good work 

PM Dr. Aishah Abu Bakar is good. let us see some more examples. 

Good. I learn something. 

Very helpful. overall ok.  

The alternative assessment are still subject to the Accreditation Bodies 

Clear for the purpose of final asessment 

a good webinar session and good speaker. 

Give information on flexible and alternative assessment 

The video provided during 5 minutes break is a fine idaea 

none 

more and less the most of the program in UTeM are rigid by the EAC guidelines. 

good explanation 

It's good, giving some new idea and solve some of my problem 

good session indeed 

tiada 

this course gave me ideas on suitable assessments that drive the students outside their comfort zone, towards their growth. 

Alternative methods help students find different paths to demonstrate their understanding. In my opinion it relates also the SLT. 

New knowledge that can be implemented in T&L. Thank you. 

I am very eager to know regarding new knowledge of alternative and flexible assessment. 

awsome 

Good sharing. 
Clear matrix shared - helps an educator to design versatile assessments accordingly. 
The technique of flexible assessment is interesting. 

Good review and very insightfull elaboration by the panel.  

The speaker was calm and provided a very informative content about the subject 

GOOD 

Good session. 

This course is good because it has opened our eyes that we need to be flexible in making assessments because our students are made up of various 
criteria.  Dr Aisyah's way is also good in sharing her knowledge.  Good sharing session. 



good sharing 

interesting and informative  

Dr Aishah gave a very nice input based on her experience and it motivates me to improve the style of my assessment in class 

 


